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Abstract
In this paper we consider left-invariant pseudo-Ka¨hler structures on six-dimensional
nilpotent Lie algebras. The explicit expressions of the canonical complex structures are
calculated, and the curvature properties of the associated pseudo-Ka¨hler metrics are in-
vestigated. It is proved that the associated pseudo-Ka¨hler metric is Ricci-flat, that the
curvature tensor has zero pseudo-Riemannian norm, and that the curvature tensor has
some non-zero components that depend only on two or, at most, three parameters. The
pseudo-Ka¨hler structures obtained give basic models of pseudo-Ka¨hler six-dimensional
nilmanifolds.
1 Preface
A left-invariant pseudo-Ka¨hler (or indefinite Ka¨hler) structure (J, ω) on a Lie group G with Lie
algebra g consists of a nondegenerate closed left-invariant 2-form ω and a left-invariant complex
structure J on G which are compatible, i.e. ω(JX, JY ) = ω(X, Y ), for all X, Y ∈ g.
Given a pseudo-Ka¨hler structure (J, ω) on g, there exists an associated nondegenerate sym-
metric 2-tensor g on g defined by g(X, Y ) = ω(X, JY ) for X, Y ∈ g. It is well-known [1] that
if the Lie algebra g is nilpotent, then the associated metric g for any compatible pair (J, ω)
cannot be positive definite unless g is abelian. Therefore g is a pseudo-Riemannian metric. We
shall say that g is a left-invariant pseudo-Ka¨hler metric on the Lie group G.
A classification of left-invariant complex structures on six-dimensional nilpotent Lie groups
is given in the work of Salamon [7]. The classification of left-invariant symplectic structures on
six-dimensional nilpotent Lie groups is established in the paper by Goze, Khakimdjanov and
Medina [4]. In the paper by Cordero, Ferna´ndez and Ugarte [3], the pseudo-Ka¨hler structures in
a six-dimensional nilpotent Lie group are studied. It is shown that for a pseudo-Ka¨hler structure
(J, ω) on a six-dimensional nilpotent Lie group, the complex structure J will be nilpotent, and
on some Lie groups abelian.
Let {e1, . . . , en} be a basis of left-invariant 1-forms on G. In the following theorem we
write g as an n-tuple (0, 0, de3, ..., den), abbreviating eij = ei ∧ ej further to ij. For example,
the n-tuple (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 34) designates a Lie algebra with the equations: de1 = 0, de4 = 0,
de5 = e1 ∧ e2 and de6 = e3 ∧ e4. Besides, for each algebra its number in the classification list
for symplectic Lie algebras given in [4] is also specified.
Theorem 1.1 ([3]). Let g be a (nonabelian) six-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra. Then g
possesses a compatible pair (J, ω) if and only if g is isomorphic to one of the following Lie
1The work was partially supported by RFBR 12-01-00873-a and by Russian President Grant supporting
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algebras:
g21 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 14 + 25), g24 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 34),
g14 = (0, 0, 0, 12, 13, 14), g17 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 14 + 23),
g13 = (0, 0, 0, 12, 13, 14 + 23), g16 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 13 + 42, 14 + 23),
g15 = (0, 0, 0, 12, 13, 24), g23 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 13),
g11 = (0, 0, 0, 12, 13 + 14, 24), g18 = (0, 0, 0, 12, 13, 23),
g10 = (0, 0, 0, 12, 14, 13 + 42), g25 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 12),
g12 = (0, 0, 0, 12, 13 + 42, 14 + 23).
Corollary 1.2 ([3]). In dimension 6, the Lie algebra g has compatible pairs (J, ω) if and only
if it admits both symplectic and nilpotent complex structures.
For all the Lie algebras listed, the compatible complex structure J is nilpotent, and for
algebras g21, g12, g16 and g25 J is abelian. For each Lie algebra in this list an example of
a nilpotent complex structure is given in [3], and the compatible symplectic forms for it are
presented.
It is more natural to start with the classification list of Goze, Khakimdjanov and Medina
[4] in which all symplectic 6-dimensional Lie algebras are presented and where it is shown that
each nilpotent Lie algebra is symplectoisomorphic to one of the algebras on this list.
Therefore we will consider the Lie algebras from theorem 1.1 with the symplectic struc-
ture from the list in [4] and from these we will search for all compatible complex struc-
tures. Generally speaking, for a given symplectic structure ω there is a multiparametrical
set of complex structures. For example, for the abelian group R6 with symplectic structure
ω = e1 ∧ e2 + e3 ∧ e4 + e5 ∧ e6, there is a 12-parametrical set compatible with ω complex
structures J = (ψij). However the curvature of the associated metric g(X, Y ) = ω(X, JY ) will
be zero for any complex structure J . Therefore, from the geometrical point of view, there is no
sense in considering the general compatible complex structure J . It is much more natural to
choose the elementary one: J(e1) = e2, J(e3) = e4, J(e5) = e6. We will adhere to this point of
view for all Lie algebras g.
After finding a multiparametrical set of complex structures J = (ψij), compatible with the
symplectic structure ω on g, we will consider all free parameters ψij on which the curvature of
the associated metric does not depend to be zero. We will call such structures canonical.
We will obtain explicit expressions for the canonical complex structures, and we will inves-
tigate the curvature properties of the associated pseudo-Ka¨hler metrics. We will prove that the
associated pseudo-Ka¨hler metric is Ricci-flat, that the scalar square g(R,R) of the curvature
tensor R is equal to zero and that the curvature tensor has some non-zero components that
depend only on two or, at the most, three parameters.
For some Lie groups in this paper, to find the compatible complex structure J = (ψij) we
will use the Magnin complex structures discovered in [6], and we will solve only the compatible
condition ω(JX, JY ) = ω(X, Y ). For the remaining Lie groups the compatible complex struc-
ture J = (ψij) is a solution of three equations: the compatible condition, ω ◦ J + J t ◦ ω = 0;
the condition of an almost complex structure, J2 = −Id; the integrability NJ(X, Y ) = 0. First
we solve a linear set of equations under the compatible condition. If there are difficulties in
finding a solution to the equations for the integrability, we calculate a tensor of curvature of
the associated metric of the almost complex structure, and we find the parameters on which it
depends. Setting the remaining free parameters equal to zero, we solve the equations for the
integrability, and we discover the required complex structure and the associated metric.
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All computations are fulfilled in system of computer mathematics Maple. Formulas for
computations are specified in the end of this paper.
2 Pseudo-Ka¨hler structures on nilpotent Lie groups
Let G be a real Lie group of dimension n with Lie algebra g. In this paper we will study
a left-invariant pseudo-Ka¨hler structure (J, ω) on a Lie group G. A left-invariant pseudo-
Ka¨hler (or indefinite Ka¨hler) structure (J, ω) on a Lie group G with Lie algebra g consists of
a nondegenerate closed left-invariant 2-form ω and a left-invariant complex structure J on G
which are compatible, i.e. ω(JX, JY ) = ω(X, Y ), for all X, Y ∈ g. Given a pseudo-Ka¨hler
structure (J, ω) on g, there exists an associated left-invariant pseudo-Ka¨hler metric g on g
defined by
g(X, Y ) = ω(X, JY ), for X, Y ∈ g.
As the symplectic structure (J, ω) and the complex structure J are left-invariant on G, they
are defined by their values on the Lie algebra g. Therefore from now on we will deal only with
the Lie algebra g and we will define ω and J as the symplectic and, respectively, the complex
structures on the Lie algebra g.
An almost complex structure on a Lie algebra g is an endomorphism J : g → g satisfying
J2 = −I, where I is the identity map. The integrability condition of a left-invariant almost
complex structure J on G is expressed in terms of the Nijenhuis tensor NJ on g:
NJ(X, Y ) = [JX, JY ]− [X, Y ]− J [JX, Y ]− J [X, JY ], for all X, Y ∈ g. (1)
An almost complex structure J on g is called integrable if NJ ≡ 0. In this case J is called a
complex structure on G.
The descending central series {Ck(g)} of g is defined inductively by
C0(g) = g, Ck(g) = [ g, Ck−1(g)], k > 0.
The Lie algebra g is said to be nilpotent if Ck(g) = 0 for some k. The Lie group is said to be
nilpotent if its Lie algebra is nilpotent.
If g is s-step nilpotent, then the ascending central series g0 = {0} ⊂ g1 ⊂ g2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ gs−1 ⊂
gs = g of g is defined inductively by
gk = {X ∈ g| [X, g] ⊆ gk−1}, k ≥ 1.
It is well-known that the sequence {gk} increases strictly until gs and, in particular, that the
ideal g1 is the center Z of Lie algebra g.
Since the spaces {gk} are not, in general, J-invariant, the sequence is not suitable for
working with J . We introduce a new sequence {al(J)} having the property of J-invariance [2].
The ascending series {al(J)} of the Lie algebra g, compatible with the left-invariant complex
structure J on G, is defined inductively as follows: a0(J) = {0},
al(J) = {X ∈ g | [X, g] ⊆ al−1(J) and [JX, g] ⊆ al−1(J)}, l ≥ 1.
It is clear that each al(J) is a J-invariant ideal in g and ak(J) ⊆ gk for k ≥ 1. It must be
noted that the terms al(J) depend on the complex structure J considered on G. Moreover, this
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ascending series, in spite of g being nilpotent, can stop without reaching the Lie algebra g, that
is, it may happen that al(J) 6= g for all l. The following definition is motivated by this fact.
The left-invariant complex structure J on G is called nilpotent if there is a number p such
that ap(J) = g.
It is obvious that the ideal a1(J) lies in the center Z of the Lie algebra g. If the nilpotent
Lie algebra has the two-dimensional center Z for any left-invariant complex nilpotent structure
J , the ideal Z is J-invariant. If the nilpotent Lie algebra has an increasing central sequence
of ideals gk, k = 0, 1, . . . , s, for which the dimension increases each time by two units for any
left-invariant complex nilpotent structure J , then the equalities gk = ak(J), k = 0, 1, . . . , s are
fulfilled. If the basis of g is chosen so that g1 = {e2n−1, e2n}, g2 = {e2n−3, e2n−2, e2n−1, e2n}, . . . ,
then the complex structure J has the following block type (for example, for a six-dimensional
case):
J0 =


ψ11 ψ12 0 0 0 0
ψ21 ψ22 0 0 0 0
ψ31 ψ32 ψ33 ψ34 0 0
ψ41 ψ42 ψ43 ψ44 0 0
ψ51 ψ52 ψ53 ψ54 ψ55 ψ56
ψ61 ψ62 ψ63 ψ64 ψ65 ψ66


. (2)
The remaining parameters in (2) are not free, because they are restricted by the integrability
conditions NJ = 0 and J
2 = −1.
Let us establish some properties of a symplectic nilpotent Lie algebra (g, ω) with a compat-
ible almost complex structure J .
Lemma 2.1. Let Z be the Lie algebra center, then for any symplectic form ω on g, the equality
ω(C1g,Z) = 0 is fulfilled
This follows at once from the formula dω(X, Y, Z) = ω([X, Y ], Z)−ω([X,Z], Y )+ω([Y, Z], X) =
0, ∀X, Y ∈ g, ∀Z ∈ Z.
Corollary 2.2. If the ideal Ckg, k ≥ 1, is J-invariant, then any vector X ∈ Z ∩ Ckg is
isotropic for the associated metric g(X, Y ) = ω(X, JY ). In particular, the associated metric is
pseudo-Riemannian.
Corollary 2.3. ω(C1g⊕ J(C1g), a1(J)) = 0.
Corollary 2.4. For any (pseudo) Ka¨hler structure (g, ω, g, J), the ideal a1(J) ⊂ Z is orthogonal
to a subspace C1g⊕ J(C1g):
g(C1g⊕ J(C1g), a1(J)) = 0.
From the formula
2g(∇XY, Z)=g([X, Y ], Z)+g([Z,X ], Y )+g(X, [Z, Y ])
for a covariant derivative ∇ of left-invariant vector fields, the following observations are at once
implied:
• if the vectors X and Y lie in the center Z of the Lie algebra g, then ∇XY = 0 for any
left-invariant (pseudo) Riemannian metric g on the Lie algebra;
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• if the vector X lie in the center Z of the Lie algebra g, then ∇XY = ∇YX .
Lemma 2.5. If the vector X lies in an ideal a1(J) ⊂ Z, then ∇XY = ∇YX = 0, ∀Y ∈ g.
Proof. Let X ∈ a1(J) ⊂ Z and Z, Y ∈ g. Then corollary 2.4 implies that 2g(∇XY, Z) =
g(X, [Z, Y ]) = 0.
Let R(X, Y )Z = ∇X∇Y Z −∇Y∇XZ −∇[X,Y ]Z be the curvature tensor.
Corollary 2.6. If X ∈ a1(J) ⊂ Z, then R(X, Y )Z = R(Z, Y )X = 0, for all Y, Z ∈ g.
Corollary 2.7. Let J be a compatible almost complex structure on the symplectic nilpotent Lie
algebra (g, ω), and let g = ω · J be the associated (pseudo) Riemannian metric. Let us choose a
basis {e1, e2, . . . e2p, e2p+1, . . . , e2m−1, e2m} of the Lie algebra g, such that {e2p, e2p+1 . . . e2m−1, e2m}
is a basis of the ideal a1(J) ⊂ Z. Let J = (ψij) be the matrix of J in this basis. Then for
all X, Y ∈ g, the covariant derivative ∇XY does not depend on the free parameters ψij, where
i = 2p, . . . 2m, and for all j. In particular, the curvature tensor does not depend on these
parameters {ψij}, i = 2p, . . . 2m, j = 1, . . . , 2m.
Proof. For all X ∈ g, let JX = J1X + JaX , where J1X ∈ R{e1, e2, . . . , e2p−1} and JaX ∈
R{e2p, e2p+1, . . . , e2m−1, e2m} = a1(J) ⊂ Z. From the covariant derivative formula it follows
that for all Z ∈ g:
2g(∇XY, Z) = 2ω(∇XY, JZ) = ω([X, Y ], JZ) + ω([Z,X ], JY ) + ω([Z, Y ], JX),
2ω(∇XY, Z) = ω([X, Y ], Z)− ω([JZ,X ], JY )− ω([JZ, Y ], JX) =
= ω([X, Y ], Z) + ω([J1Z + JaZ,X ], J1Y + JaY ) + ω([J1Z + JaZ, Y ], J1X + JaX) =
= ω([X, Y ], Z) + ω([J1Z,X ], J1Y ) + ω([J1, Y ], J1X).
As the component J1 does not depend on the parameters {ψij}, i = 2p, . . . 2m, j = 1, . . . , 2m,
it is also true that the covariant derivative ∇XY does not depend on them.
Corollary 2.8. For the six-dimensional case, if the nilpotent complex structure J compatible
with ω is of the form in (2), then the curvature tensor R(X, Y )Z = ∇X∇Y Z − ∇Y∇XZ −
∇[X,Y ]Z of the associated metric does not depend on the free parameters ψ5j, ψ6j, j = 1, . . . , 6.
Remark 1. The parameters ψij of the complex structure J are restricted by three condi-
tions: a compatibility condition, an integrability condition and the fact that J2 = −1. There-
fore, from what is specified above, some of the parameters can be express through others. In
corollaries 2.7 and 2.8 it this is a question of free parameters, i.e., parameters which remain
independent. Curvature does not depend on them.
For a six-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra g which possesses a pseudo-Ka¨hler structure,
the dimensions of its increasing central sequence gk can be: (2,4,6), (2,6), (3,6), (4,6) and 6.
We will call the sequence of these dimensions the Lie algebra type. In the list of Lie algebras
in theorem 1.1, the Lie algebras with type (2,4,6) are at the beginning, and are the first seven
Lie algebras.
Let us consider the nilpotent Lie algebras for which the sequence of ideals g1 ⊂ g2 ⊂ g3 = g
has the dimensions (2,4,6). It is easy to see that such a Lie algebra of type (2,4,6) is decomposed
into the direct sum of two-dimensional subspaces:
g = A⊕ B ⊕ Z,
with properties:
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• Z = g1, the Lie algebra center,
• B ⊕ Z = g2,
• [A,A] ⊂ B ⊕ Z, [A,B] ⊂ Z.
Let us consider further that in g the basis e1, . . . , e6 is chosen so that {e1, e2}, {e3, e4} and
{e5, e6} are the bases of the subspaces A, B and Z respectively.
For any nilpotent complex structure J on algebra of type (2, 4, 6), the sequence of ideals
ak(J) coincides with gk, k = 1, 2, 3 and the matrix J has a block shape (2). For this complex
structure J we also have C1g⊕ J(C1g) = B ⊕ Z = g2.
The subspace W ⊂ g is called ω-isotropic if and only if ω(W,W ) = 0. We will call subspaces
U, V ⊂ g ω-dual if, for any vector X ∈ U there is a vector Y ∈ V such that ω(X, Y ) 6= 0 and,
on the contrary, ∀Y ∈ V , ∃X ∈ U , such that ω(X, Y ) 6= 0.
Theorem 2.9. Let the six-dimensional symplectic Lie algebra (g, ω) have type (2,4,6) and
g = A⊕ B ⊕ Z, (3)
where B ⊕ Z = g2 is an abelian subalgebra. We will assume that the subspaces A and Z are
ω-isotropic and ω-dual, and that on the subspace B the form ω is nondegenerate. Then for
any nilpotent complex structure J compatible with ω, and the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of the
associated pseudo-Riemannian metric g = ω · J , the following properties are fulfilled:
• ∇XY ∈ B ⊕Z, ∀X, Y ∈ A,
• ∇XY,∇YX ∈ Z, for all X ∈ A, Y ∈ B,
• ∇XY = ∇YX = 0, for all X ∈ A, Y ∈ Z,
• ∇XY = 0, ∀X, Y ∈ B ⊕ Z.
Proof. Let X, Y ∈ A. If ∇XY has a nonzero component from A then there is a vector JZ ∈ Z,
such that ω(∇XY, JZ) 6= 0. On the other hand, 2ω(∇XY, JZ) = 2g(∇XY, Z) = g([X, Y ], Z) +
g([Z,X ], Y ) + g([Z, Y ], X) = ω([X, Y ], JZ) = 0, as, from lemma 2.1, ω(C1g, a1(J)) = 0.
Let now X ∈ A and Y ∈ B. It can be shown in an exactly similar way that ∇XY has
a zero component from A. We will assume that ∇XY has a non-zero component from B.
Then there is a vector Z ∈ B ⊕ Z such that JZ ∈ B and such that ω(∇XY, JZ) 6= 0. At
the same time, 2ω(∇XY, JZ) = 2g(∇XY, Z) = g([X, Y ], Z) + g([Z,X ], Y ) = ω([X, Y ], JZ) +
ω([Z,X ], JY ) = 0. The last equality follows from the commutativity of B ⊕ Z, and from this
that Y, JY, Z, JZ ∈ B ⊂ C1g⊕J(C1g), so then [X, Y ], [Z,X ] ∈ Z and ω(C1g⊕J(C1g),Z) = 0.
∇YX = ∇XY − [X, Y ] ∈ Z.
Let us consider the third statement. Let X ∈ A and Y ∈ Z. Then for any Z ∈ g,
2g(∇XY, Z) = g([X, Y ], Z) + g([Z,X ], Y ) + g([Z, Y ], X) = ω([Z,X ], JY ) = 0 by the same
arguments as for the previous point.
Let us consider the last statement. Let X, Y ∈ B ⊕Z. Then for any Z ∈ g, 2g(∇XY, Z) =
g([X, Y ], Z) + g([Z,X ], Y ) + g([Z, Y ], X) = ω([Z,X ], JY ) + ω([Z, Y ], JX) = 0 by the same
arguments as for the previous point.
Corollary 2.10. Under the suppositions of theorem 2.9, if the vector X lies in an ideal a2(J) =
B ⊕ Z, then R(X, Y )Z = R(Z, Y )X = 0, for all Y, Z ∈ g.
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Corollary 2.11. Under the suppositions of theorem 2.9, for any X, Y, Z ∈ g, the condition
R(X, Y )Z ∈ Z is fulfilled. Therefore the pseudo-Riemannian norm of the curvature tensor is
equal to zero. According to the expansion g = A⊕B ⊕Z we choose the bases {e1, e2}, {e3, e4}
and {e5, e6}. Then the curvature tensor can have within its symmetries only four non-zero
components, R51,2,1, R
6
1,2,1, R
5
1,2,2, R
6
1,2,2. In particular, the Ricci tensor is equal to zero.
Corollary 2.12. Under the suppositions of theorem 2.9, if the compatible almost complex struc-
ture J has a block type (2), then the curvature tensor of the associated metric g = ω · J does
not depend on the free parameters ψi1 and ψi2,for i = 3, 4, 5, 6.
Let us notice that parameters ψij of the complex structure J are connected by three condi-
tions: a compatibility condition, an integrability condition and the fact that J2 = −1. Therefore
from what has been specified above some of the parameters can be expressed through others.
If, as a result, among ψi1 and ψi2, i = 3, 4, 5, 6, there were independent parameters, it would
be possible to set them at zero as the curvature does not depend on them. We remember that,
according to corollary 2.8, the curvature R(X, Y ) of the associated metric also does not depend
on the free parameters ψ51, ψ52, ψ53, ψ54, ψ61, ψ62, ψ63, ψ64.
Similar statements are true for type (2,6) Lie algebras. A type (4,6) Lie algebra is the direct
product of a four-dimensional Lie algebra and R2. The case (3,6) is the most complicated.
Remark 2. There is an obvious generalization of theorem 2.9 to the case where dim g > 6.
It is necessary to assume that there exist sequences of ideals g1 ⊂ g2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ gn = g with
dimensions of 2, 4, . . . , n, invariant under J . Choosing additional two-dimensional subspaces
Ai to these ideals, we obtain the expansion g = A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ An = g1 = Z. The form of ω
should be such that on each subspace Ai (except, maybe, on An/2) it is degenerated, and also
the subspaces Ai and An−i are ω-dual.
Remark 3. All calculations are made in the Maple system using the formulas specified at
the end of the paper.
3 Lie algebras of type (2, 4, 6)
Let us consider all six-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebras of type (2,4,6). According to theorem
1.1, there are seven such Lie algebras which possess a pseudo-Ka¨hler structure. We remember
that the number of each algebra corresponds to its number in the classification list in [4].
3.1 The Lie group G14
Let us consider a six-dimensional Lie group G14 which has a Lie algebra g14 with non-trivial
Lie brackets (see [4]: [X1, X2] = X4, [X1, X4] = X6, [X1, X3] = X5. The algebra g14 has (see
[4]) three symplectic structures which are noted using the dual base {αi} as follows:
ω1 = α
1 ∧ α6 + α2 ∧ α4 + α3 ∧ α5,
ω2 = α
1 ∧ α6 − α2 ∧ α4 + α3 ∧ α5,
ω3 = α
1 ∧ α6 + α2 ∧ α5 + α3 ∧ α4.
Left-invariant complex structures on this group are found in an explicit form in the work of
Magnin [6] (the algebra M1). We will use Magnins results, so we will make the replacement:
X2 = −e1, X1 = e2, X3 = e3, X4 = e4, X6 = e5, X5 = e6. Then the non-trivial brackets are
given in [6]:
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[e1, e2] = e4, [e2, e3] = e6, [e2, e4] = e5,
and the symplectic forms become:
ω1 = −e1 ∧ e4 + e2 ∧ e5 + e3 ∧ e6,
ω2 = e
1 ∧ e4 + e2 ∧ e5 + e3 ∧ e6,
ω3 = −e1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e5 + e3 ∧ e4.
In [6] it is shown that the Lie group G14 has a 10-parametrical set of left-invariant complex
structures. A direct check of the compatible property ω(JX, Y )+ω(X, JY ), ∀X, Y ∈ g, shows
that for first two symplectic forms there are no compatible complex structures on the group
G14. For the form ω3 the compatible complex structure depends on 6 parameters and is of the
form:
J =


ψ11 ψ12 0 0 0 0
−ψ211+1
ψ12
−ψ11 0 0 0 0
ψ42(ψ211+1)−2ψ41ψ12ψ11
ψ2
12
−ψ41 −ψ11 −ψ
2
11
+1
ψ12
0 0
ψ41 ψ42 ψ12 ψ11 0 0
ψ51 J52 ψ42 ψ41 ψ11 ψ12
ψ61 −ψ51 −ψ41 ψ42(ψ
2
11
+1)−2ψ41ψ12ψ11
ψ2
12
−ψ211+1
ψ12
−ψ11


,
where J52 =
−2ψ11ψ12(ψ42ψ41−ψ12ψ51)+ψ242(ψ
2
11
+1)+ψ2
12
(ψ2
41
+ψ12ψ61)
(ψ2
11
+1)ψ12
.
The curvature tensor of the metric g(X, Y ) = ω3(X, JY ) is equal to zero for all values of
the parameters. Therefore we choose the elementary pseudo-Ka¨hler structure with zero values
of the free parameters and ψ12 = −1. Then the canonical pseudo-Ka¨hler structure is set as
follows:
J(e1) = e2, J(e3) = e4, J(e5) = e6,
g = −e1 e5 − e2 e6 − (e3)2 − (e4)2.
3.2 The Lie group G21
The Lie algebra g21 is defined by: [e1, e2] = e4, [e1, e4] = e6, [e2, e3] = e6. This Lie algebra has
two symplectic structures [4]:
ω1 = e
1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e4 − e3 ∧ e4 − e3 ∧ e5,
ω2 = e
1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e5 − e3 ∧ e4.
A direct check shows that for the first structure ω1 = e
1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e4 − e3 ∧ e4 − e3 ∧ e5
there are no compatible complex structures. We will consider the second symplectic structure
ω2. There is a multiparametrical set of compatible complex structures. Taking into account the
results of theorem 2.9 and corollaries 2.6, 2.8 and 2.11, we find by direct evaluation that the
tensor of curvature of the associated metric g(X, Y ) = ω(X, JY ) depends on two parameters
ψ11 and ψ12 6= 0 and has the following non-zero components: R61,2,1 = 1 + ψ211, R61,2,2 = ψ12ψ11,
R51,2,1 = ψ12ψ11, R
5
1,2,2 = ψ
2
12. Therefore the semicanonical complex structure is set as follows:
J(e1) = ξ11 e1 − ξ
2
11
+1
ξ12
e2, J(e2) = ψ12 e1 − ψ11 e2,
J(e3) = ψ11 e3 +
ξ2
11
+1
ξ12
e4, J(e4) = −ξ12 e3 − ψ11 e4,
J(e5) = ψ11 e5 +
ξ2
11
+1
ξ12
e6, J(e6) = −ψ12 e5 − ψ11 e6.
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The corresponding associated metric is:
g=


0 0 0 0
ψ2
11
+1
ψ12
−ψ11
0 0 0 0 ψ11 −ψ12
0 0 −ψ211+1
ψ12
ψ11 0 0
0 0 ψ11 −ψ12 0 0
ψ2
11
+1
ψ12
ψ11 0 0 0 0
−ψ11 −ψ12 0 0 0 0


.
On omitting the index of the curvature tensor, it turns out that there is only one (within
symmetries) non-zero component of the tensor of curvature R1,2,1,2 = −ψ12. Then, supposing
ψ12 = −a 6= 0 and ψ11 = 0, we find the following canonical complex structure and pseudo-
Ka¨hler metric with curvature R1,2,1,2 = a on a Lie algebra h21:
J(e2) = −a e1, J(e4) = a e3, J(e6) = a e5,
g = −2
a
e1 · e5 + 2a e2 · e6 − 1
a
(e3)2 + a (e4)2.
3.3 The Lie group G13
The Lie algebra g13 is defined by: [e1, e2] = e4, [e1, e3] = e5, [e1, e4] = e6, [e2, e3] = e6. This
Lie algebra has three symplectic structures [4]. Left-invariant complex structures on this group
are discovered in an explicit form in the work of Magnin [6] (algebra M6). In order to use the
outcomes of Magnins work, we will rename the base vectors e3 := −e3, e5 := −e5, and also find
the Lie brackets from Magnins paper [6]:
[e1, e2] = e4, [e1, e3] = e5, [e1, e4] = e6, [e2, e3] = −e6.
The symplectic structures are:
ω1 = e
1 ∧ e6 − λe2 ∧ e5 − (λ− 1)e3 ∧ e4,
ω2 = e
1 ∧ e6 + λe2 ∧ e4 − e2 ∧ e5 + e3 ∧ e5,
ω3 = e
1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e4 − 1
2
e2 ∧ e5 + 1
2
e3 ∧ e4.
First case. We will consider the form ω1 = e
1 ∧ e6 − λe2 ∧ e5 − (λ − 1)e3 ∧ e4. There
is a multiparametrical set of the compatible complex structures. Taking into account the
outcomes of theorem 2.9 and corollaries 2.8 and 2.11, we find by direct evaluation that the
tensor of curvature of the associated metric g1(X, Y ) = ω1(X, J1Y ) depends on two parameters
ψ11 and ψ12 6= 0 and also has following non-zero components: R61,2,2 = (3λ−1)ψ12ψ11λ−1 , R51,2,2 =
− (1+λ)(3λ−1)ψ212
λ(λ−1) , R
6
1,2,1 =
(3λ−1)(1+ψ2
11
)
λ2−1 , R
5
1,2,1 = − (3λ−1)ψ12ψ11λ(λ−1) . After omitting the index, one non-
zero component turns out to be R1,2,1,2 = − (3λ−1)ψ12λ−1 . Therefore the semicanonical complex
structure is set out as follows:
J1(e1) = ψ11 e1 − 1+ψ112(1+λ)ψ12 e2, J1(e2) = (1 + λ)ψ12 e1 − ψ11 e2,
J1(e3) = ψ11 e3 − 1+ψ112ψ12 e4, J1(e4) = ψ12 e3 − ψ11 e4,
J1(e5) = ψ11 e5 − λ(1+ψ11
2)
(1+λ)ψ12
e6, J1(e6) =
(1+λ)ψ12
λ
e5 − ψ11 e6.
The corresponding pseudo-Ka¨hler metric comes from the formula g1 = ω1 ◦ J1. Suppose
that ψ12 = a 6= 0 and ψ11 = 0. We find the following canonical complex structure and the
pseudo-Ka¨hler metric of curvature R1,2,1,2 = − (3λ−1)aλ−1 on a Lie algebra h13:
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J1(e2) = (1 + λ)a e1, J1(e4) = a e3, J1(e6) =
(1 + λ)a
λ
e5,
g1 =


0 0 0 0 − λ
(1+λ)a
0
0 0 0 0 0 − (1 + λ) a
0 0 λ−1
a
0 0 0
0 0 0 (λ− 1) a 0 0
− λ
(1+λ)a
0 0 0 0 0
0 − (1 + λ) a 0 0 0 0


.
Second case. For the symplectic form ω2 = e
1 ∧ e6 + λe2 ∧ e4 − e2 ∧ e5 + e3 ∧ e5 there are
no compatible complex structures.
Third case. The symplectic structure is: ω3 = e
1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e4 − 1
2
e2 ∧ e5 + 1
2
e3 ∧ e4.
For any compatible complex structure and its associated metric, the curvature tensor depends
on two parameters ψ11 and ψ12 6= 0: R51,2,2 = 4ψ
2
12
3
, R51,2,1 =
4ψ12ψ11
3
, R61,2,2 = −2ψ12ψ113 ,
R61,2,1 = −2(1+ψ
2
11
)
3
.
Therefore the semicanonical pseudo-Ka¨hler structure is as follows:
J3 =


ψ11 ψ12 0 0 0 0
−ψ112+1
ψ12
−ψ11 0 0 0 0
0 0 ψ11 2ψ12/3 0 0
0 0 −3 ψ112+1
2ψ12
−ψ11 0 0
0 0 −3 ψ112+1
ψ12
−4ψ11 ψ11 2ψ12
0 0 0 ψ11
2+1
ψ12
−ψ112+1
2ψ12
−ψ11


,
g3 =


0 0 0 ψ11
2+1
ψ12
−ψ112+1
2ψ12
−ψ11
0 0 0 ψ11 −ψ11/2 −ψ12
0 0 −3 ψ112+1
4ψ12
−ψ11/2 0 0
ψ11
2+1
ψ12
ψ11 −1/2ψ11 −ψ12/3 0 0
−ψ112+1
2ψ12
−ψ11/2 0 0 0 0
−ψ11 −ψ12 0 0 0 0


On omitting the index of the curvature tensor, it turns out that there is only one (within
symmetries) non-zero component of the tensor of curvature R1,2,1,2 =
2ψ12
3
. Then, supposing
ψ12 = −a 6= 0 and ψ11 = 0, we find the following canonical complex structure and pseudo-Ka¨hler
metric of curvature R1,2,1,2 = −2 a3 on a Lie algebra h13 with J3-invariant 2-planes {e1, e2} and
{e5, e6}:
J3(e2) = −a e1, J3(e3) = 32 a e4 + 3a e5, J3(e4) = −2a3 e3 − 1a e6, J3(e6) = −2 a e5,
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g3 =


0 0 0 − 1
a
1
2a
0
0 0 0 0 0 a
0 0 3
4a
0 0 0
− 1
a
0 0 a
3
0 0
1
2a
0 0 0 0 0
0 a 0 0 0 0


.
3.4 The Lie group G15
The Lie algebra g15 is defined in [4]: [X1, X2] = X4, [X1, X4] = X6, [X2, X3] = X5. The Lie
algebra has two symplectic structures:
ω1 = −α1 ∧ α5 + α1 ∧ α6 + α2 ∧ α5 + α3 ∧ α4,
ω2 = α
1 ∧ α6 + α2 ∧ α4 + α3 ∧ α5.
This is a Lie algebra M7 for which Magnin, in [6], discovered the complex structures in an
explicit form. To use these outcomes, we will make the replacement: X1 := e2, X2 := −e1,
X5 := −e6, X6 := e5. Then the Lie bracket relations and symplectic structures become:
[e1, e2] = e4, [e2, e4] = e5, [e1, e3] = e6,
ω1 = e
1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e5 + e3 ∧ e4,
ω2 = −e1 ∧ e4 + e2 ∧ e5 − e3 ∧ e6.
First case. The symplectic structure is: ω1 = e
2 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e5 + e1 ∧ e6 + e3 ∧ e4. For any
compatible complex structure, the curvature tensor of the associated metric depends on two
parameters ψ11 and ψ12 6= 0. After omitting the index there is one non-zero component:
R1,2,1,2 = −ψ
4
11 + ψ
3
11 ψ12 + 2ψ
2
11 − 2ψ212 ψ211 + ψ11 ψ12 + 1
ψ12 (−2ψ11ψ12 + 1 + ψ211)
.
Setting the remaining free parameters ψij to zero, we find the canonical complex structure
J1:
J1(e1) = ψ11 e1 − 1+ψ112ψ12 e2,
J1(e2) = ψ12 e1 − ψ11 e2,
J1(e3) = −ψ113−ψ112ψ12+ψ11+ψ12−2ψ11 ψ12+1+ψ112 e3 −
(ψ122−2ψ11 ψ12+1+ψ112)ψ12
−2ψ11 ψ12+1+ψ112
e4,
J1(e4) =
1+2ψ11
2+ψ11
4
ψ12 (−2ψ11 ψ12+1+ψ112)
e3 +
ψ11
3−ψ112ψ12+ψ11+ψ12
−2ψ11 ψ12+1+ψ112
e4,
J1(e5) = −−ψ11 ψ12+1+ψ112ψ12 e5 +
1+ψ11
2
ψ12
e6,
J1(e6) = −ψ122−2ψ11 ψ12+1+ψ112ψ12 e5 +
−ψ11 ψ12+1+ψ112
ψ12
e6.
The metric tensor of the pseudo-Ka¨hler structure is easily found using the formula g1 = ω1 ◦J1.
Second case. The symplectic structure ω2 = −e1 ∧ e4 + e2 ∧ e5 − e3 ∧ e6 does not admit a
compatible complex structure.
3.5 The Lie group G11
The Lie algebra g11 is defined by:
[e1, e2] = e4, [e1, e4] = e5, [e2, e3] = e6, [e2, e4] = e6.
Its symplectic structure comes from the list in [4]:
ω = e1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e5 − e3 ∧ e4 + λe2 ∧ e6.
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This is the Lie algebra M8, considered in the work of Magnin [6] and for which he found
the complex structures in an explicit form. There is a multiparametrical set of the compatible
complex structures. For any compatible complex structure J and its associated metric g = ω ·J ,
the curvature tensor depends on three parameters λ, ψ11 and ψ12 6= 0. The canonical compatible
complex structure has J-invariant 2-plane {e1, e2}, {e3, e4} and {e5, e6}, however its shape is
complicated:
J(e1) = ψ11 e1 − 1+ψ112ψ12 e2, J(e2) = ψ12 e1 − ψ11 e2,
J(e3) = −2ψ12
2−3ψ11 λψ12+λ2(1+ψ112)
λψ12
e3 +
ψ12
2−2ψ11 λψ12+λ2(1+ψ211)
λψ12
e4,
J(e4) = −λ
2(ψ11
2+1)−4ψ11 λψ12+4ψ122
ψ12 λ
e3 +
λ2(ψ11
2+1)−3ψ11 λψ12+2ψ122
ψ12 λ
e4,
J(e5) =
ψ11 ψ12−λ(1+ψ211)
ψ12
e5 +
1+ψ11
2
ψ12
e6,
J(e6) = −ψ122−2ψ11 λψ12+λ2+λ2ψ112ψ12 e5 +
−ψ11 ψ12+λ+ψ112λ
ψ12
e6.
The curvature tensor of associated metric g = ω · J has the following non-zero component:
R1,2,1,2 = −λ
2(ψ211 + 1)− 5λψ12 ψ11 + 4ψ212
λψ12
.
3.6 The Lie group G10
The Lie algebra g10 is defined by:
[e1, e2] = e4, [e1, e4] = e5, [e1, e3] = e6, [e2, e4] = e6.
Its symplectic structure comes from the list in [4]:
ω = e1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e5 − e2 ∧ e6 − e3 ∧ e4.
For any compatible complex structure J and its associated metric g = ω · J , the curvature
tensor depends on two parameters ψ11 and ψ12 6= 0. The canonical compatible complex structure
has J-invariant 2-plane {e1, e2}, {e3, e4} and {e5, e6}, however its shape is complicated:
J(e1) = ψ11 e1 − 1+ψ112ψ12 e2, J(e2) = ψ12 e1 − ψ11 e2,
J(e3) = −ψ12+3ψ112ψ12+2ψ122ψ11+ψ11+ψ1132ψ122+2ψ12 ψ11+1+ψ112 e3 −
(ψ12
2+2ψ12 ψ11+1+ψ11
2)ψ12
2ψ12
2+2ψ12 ψ11+1+ψ11
2 e4,
J(e4) =
(ψ112+4ψ12 ψ11+4ψ122+1)(1+ψ112)
ψ12 (2ψ122+2ψ12 ψ11+1+ψ112)
e3 +
ψ12+3ψ11
2ψ12+2ψ12
2ψ11+ψ11+ψ11
3
2ψ12
2+2ψ12 ψ11+1+ψ11
2 e4,
J(e5) =
ψ12 ψ11+1+ψ11
2
ψ12
e5 +
1+ψ2
11
ψ12
e6.
J(e6) = −ψ122+2ψ12 ψ11+1+ψ112ψ12 e5 −
ψ12 ψ11+1+ψ11
2
ψ12
e6.
The curvature tensor of associated metric g = ω · J has the following non-zero component:
R1,2,1,2 =
ψ11
4 + 4ψ12 ψ11
3 + 3ψ11
2ψ12
2 + 2ψ11
2 + 4ψ11 ψ12 − 2ψ11 ψ123 + 3ψ122 + 1− 2ψ124
ψ12
(
2ψ12
2 + 2ψ11 ψ12 + 1 + ψ11
2
) .
3.7 The Lie group G12
The Lie algebra h12 is defined by: [X1, X2] = X4, [X1, X4] = X5, [X1, X3] = X6, [X2, X3] =
−X5, [X2, X4] = X6. Its symplectic structure comes from the list in [4]:
ω = λα1 ∧ α5 + α2 ∧ α6 + (λ+ 1)α3 ∧ α4, λ 6= 0;−1.
This is the Lie algebraM10, considered in the work of Magnin [6] and for which he found the
complex structures in an explicit form. To use these outcomes, we will make the replacements:
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X1 = −e1, X2 = e2, X3 = −e4, X4 = −e3, X5 = e5, X6 = e6. Then the Lie bracket relations
and symplectic structures become:
[e1, e2] = e3, [e1, e3] = e5, [e1, e4] = e6, [e2, e4] = e5, [e2, e3] = −e6.
ω = −λe1 ∧ e5 + e2 ∧ e6 − (λ+ 1)e3 ∧ e4, λ 6= 0;−1.
In [6] it is shown that on the given group there are several types of complex structures from
which we will choose the ones that are compatible with ω.
First type: ψ12 6= ψ34.
For any compatible complex structure of this type and its associated metric, the curvature
tensor depends on three parameters ψ11, ψ33 and ψ12 6= 0. The elements of the tensor of
curvature have very complicated expressions which also depend on the parameter λ. We will
reduce the expressions for the compatible complex structure J1 and the corresponding metric g1
using the zero parameters which do not appear in the curvature and adding the side condition:
ψ11 = 0, ψ33 = 0.
J1(e2) = ψ12 e1, J1(e4) =
(λ− 1)ψ12
λψ12
2 − 1 e3, J1(e6) = −
1
λψ12
e5.
g1 =


0 0 0 0 0 ψ12
−1
0 0 0 0 λψ12 0
0 0 − (λ+1)(ψ12
2λ−1)
(λ−1)ψ12
0 0 0
0 0 0 −ψ12 (λ
2−1)
ψ12
2λ−1 0 0
0 λψ12 0 0 0 0
ψ12
−1 0 0 0 0 0


The curvature tensor has the following non-zero components:
R61,2,2 = −
λ3ψ212 + 3λ
2ψ212 − 3λ− 1
λ2 − 1 , R
5
1,2,1 =
λ3ψ212 + 3λ
2ψ212 − 3λ− 1
λ(λ2 − 1)ψ212
.
After omitting the index, there remains one component:
R1,2,1,2 =
λ3ψ212 + 3λ
2ψ212 − 3λ− 1
(λ2 − 1)ψ212
.
Second type: ψ12 = ψ34, ψ11 = ψ33 = 0.
The compatible complex structure of this type is of the form:
J2 =


0 −1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
ψ31 ψ41 0 −1 0 0
ψ41 −ψ31 1 0 0 0
ψ51 ψ52
ψ41 (λ+1)
λ
−ψ31 (λ+1)
λ
0 λ−1
−λψ52 J61 ψ31 (λ+ 1) ψ41 (λ+ 1) −λ 0


,
where J61 = λψ51 − (ψ412 + ψ312)(λ+ 1).
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For any such complex structure and its associated metric, the curvature tensor does not
depend on the parameters ψij , and depends only on λ. The non-zero elements of the tensor
of curvature are: R61,2,2 = −λ
2+4λ+1
λ+1
, R51,2,1 =
λ2+4λ+1
λ(λ+1)
. After omitting the index, there remains
one component: R1,2,1,2 = −λ2+4λ+1λ+1 . From our point of view, it is possible to consider that
all the remaining parameters are zero. Then we find the canonical expressions for the complex
structure and the pseudo-Riemannian metric:
J20(e1) = e2, J20(e3) = e4, J20(e5) = −λ e6,
g20 = −2 e1 · e6 − 2 λ e2 · e5 − (λ+ 1) (e3)2 − (λ+ 1) (e4)2.
Third type: ψ34 = ψ12, ψ33 6= ψ11.
For any compatible complex structure of this type and the associated metric, the curvature
tensor does not depend on the parameters ψij . Converting the free parameters to zero, we find
the following canonical expressions for the complex structure and the associated pseudo-Ka¨hler
metric:
J30 =


1
√
2 0 0 0 0
−√2 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 −λ+1
λ−1
√
2 0 0
0 0 −(λ
2+1)
√
2
(λ−1)2
λ+1
λ−1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 −
√
2
λ
0 0 0 0
√
2λ 1


,
g30 =


0 0 0 0 λ
√
2
0 0 0 0
√
2λ 1
0 0
(λ+1)(λ2+1)
√
2
(λ−1)2
− (λ+1)2
λ−1 0 0
0 0 − (λ+1)2
λ−1 (λ+ 1)
√
2 0 0
λ
√
2λ 0 0 0 0
√
2 1 0 0 0 0


.
The curvature tensor has the following non-zero components:
R61,2,2 = −
2(λ4 + 4λ3 − 2λ2 + 4λ+ 1)
(λ− 1)2(λ+ 1) , R
5
1,2,1 =
2(λ4 + 4λ3 − 2λ2 + 4λ+ 1)
(λ+ 1)λ(λ− 1)2 .
After omitting the index, there remains one component:
R1,2,1,2 =
√
2(λ4 + 4λ3 − 2λ2 + 4λ+ 1)
(λ− 1)2(λ+ 1) .
4 Lie algebras of type (2, 6)
There are three Lie algebras of type (2, 6) admitting a pseudo-Ka¨hler structure.
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4.1 The Lie group G24
The Lie algebra h24 is defined by:
[e1, e4] = e6, [e2, e3] = e5.
This Lie algebra is a direct product two three-dimensional Lie algebras of Heisenberg: g24 =
h3 × h3 The symplectic structure is:
ω = e1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e5 + e3 ∧ e4.
For any compatible complex structure J and its associated metric g = ω ◦ J , the curvature
tensor depends on two parameters ψ11 6= 0 and ψ12 6= 0. Therefore the semicanonical pseudo-
Ka¨hler structure is as follows:
J(e1) = ψ11 e1 − 1+ψ
2
11
ψ12
e2, J(e2) = ψ12 e1 − ψ11 e2,
J(e3) =
ψ11
2−1
2ψ11
e3 − 2ψ112+ψ114+12ψ11 ψ122 e4, J(e4) =
ψ2
12
2ψ11
e3 − ψ
2
11
−1
2ψ11
e4,
J(e5) = ψ11 e5 +
1+ψ2
11
ψ12
e6, J(e6) = −ψ12 e5 − ψ11 e6.
g =


0 0 0 0 1+ψ11
2
ψ12
−ψ11
0 0 0 0 ψ11 −ψ12
0 0 −2ψ112+ψ114+1
2ψ12
2ψ11
−ψ112−1
2ψ11
0 0
0 0 −ψ112−1
2ψ11
− ψ122
2ψ11
0 0
1+ψ11
2
ψ12
ψ11 0 0 0 0
−ψ11 −ψ12 0 0 0 0


.
For any compatible complex structure and its associated metric, the curvature tensor de-
pends on two parameters ψ11 6= 0 ψ12 6= 0: R61,2,2 = −ψ211, R61,2,1 = − (1+ψ
2
11
)ψ11
ψ12
, R51,2,2 =
−ψ12ψ11, R51,2,1 = −ψ211. On omitting the index of the curvature tensor, it turns out that there
is only one (within symmetries) non-zero component of the tensor of curvature R1,2,1,2 = ψ11.
4.2 The Lie group G17
The Lie algebra h17 is defined by:
[e1, e3] = e5, [e1, e4] = e6, [e2, e3] = e6,
Its symplectic structure comes from the list in [4]:
ω = e1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e5 + e3 ∧ e4
For any compatible complex structure and its associated metric, the curvature tensor de-
pends on two parameters ψ11 and ψ12 6= 0:
Setting the remaining free parameters ψij to zero, we find the canonical complex structure
J and associated metric g = ω ◦ J :
J(e1) = ψ11 e1 − 1+ψ112ψ12 e2, J(e2) = ψ12 e1 − ψ11 e2,
J(e3) = ψ11 e3 + 2
1+ψ11
2
ψ12
e4, J(e4) = −ψ122 e3 − ψ11 e4,
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J(e5) = ψ11 e5 +
1+ψ11
2
ψ12
e6, J(e6) = −ψ12 e5 − ψ11 e6.
g =


0 0 0 0 1+ψ11
2
ψ12
−ψ11
0 0 0 0 ψ11 −ψ12
0 0 2 1+ψ11
2
ψ12
−ψ11 0 0
0 0 −ψ11 ψ12/2 0 0
1+ψ11
2
ψ12
ψ11 0 0 0 0
−ψ11 −ψ12 0 0 0 0


The curvature tensor has the following non-zero components: R51,2,1 = ψ11ψ12, R
6
1,2,1 = 1+ ψ
2
11,
R51,2,2 = ψ
2
12, R
6
1,2,2 = ψ11ψ12. After omitting the index, there remains one component: R1,2,1,2 =
−ψ12.
4.3 The Lie group G16
The Lie algebra g16 is defined by: [X1, X2] = X5, [X1, X3] = X6, [X2, X4] = X6, [X3, X4] =
−X5. It is complex Heisenberg Lie algebra. The algebra g16 has (see [4]) two symplectic
structures which are noted using the dual base αi as follows:
ω1 = α
1 ∧ α6 + α2 ∧ α3 − α4 ∧ α5,
ω2 = α
1 ∧ α6 − α2 ∧ α3 + α4 ∧ α5.
Left-invariant complex structures on this group are discovered in an explicit form in the work
of Magnin [6] (algebra M5). We will use Magnins results, so we will make the replacement:
X1 = e1, X2 = e3, X3 = e4, X4 = e2, X5 = e5, X6 = e6. Then the non-trivial brackets are given
in [6]:
[e1, e3] = e5, [e1, e4] = e6, [e2, e3] = −e6, [e2, e4] = e5.
The symplectic forms become:
ω1 = e
1 ∧ e6 + e3 ∧ e4 − e2 ∧ e5,
ω2 = e
1 ∧ e6 − e3 ∧ e4 + e2 ∧ e5.
Let z1 =
1
2
(e1 + ie2), z2 =
1
2
(e3 − ie4), z3 = 12(e5 − ie6), then Lie algebra g16 is defined by:
[z1, z2] = z3. If J0 is complex structure of the complex Lie algebra M5, then: J0(e1) = −e2,
J0(e3) = e4, J0(e5) = e6. The complex structure J0 is not ω1-compatible, but compatible with
ω2. Thus, the metric g0 of pseudo-Ka¨hler structure (J0, ω2, g0) is as follows:
g0 = 2 e
1 · e6 − 2 e2 · e5 − (e3)2 − (e4)2.
The curvature tensor has the following non-zero components: R61,2,1 = 1, R
5
1,2,2 = 1, R1,2,1,2 =
−1.
First case. The symplectic structure is: ω1 = e
1 ∧ e6 − e2 ∧ e5 + e3 ∧ e4.
For any compatible complex structure J , the curvature tensor of the associated metric
g = ω1 ◦ J depends on two parameters ψ11 and ψ12 6= 0. Setting the remaining free parameters
ψij to zero, we find the canonical complex structure J1 and pseudo-Ka¨hler metric g1 = ω1 ◦ J1:
J1(e1) = ψ11 e1 − 1+ψ112ψ12 e2, J1(e2) = ψ12 e1 − ψ11 e2,
J1(e3) = −ψ11 (1+ψ11
2−ψ122)
ψ12
2+1+ψ11
2 e3 − 2(1+ψ11
2)ψ12
ψ12
2+1+ψ11
2 e4,
J1(e4) =
2ψ11
2+ψ11
4−2ψ112ψ122+ψ124+2ψ122+1
2ψ12 (ψ12
2+1+ψ11
2)
e3 +
ψ11 (1+ψ11
2−ψ122)
ψ12
2+1+ψ11
2 e4,
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J1(e5) = ψ11 e5 − 1+ψ112ψ12 e6, J1(e6) = ψ12 e5 − ψ11 e6.
The curvature tensor has the following non-zero components:
R51,2,1 =
ψ11(1 + ψ
2
11 + ψ
2
12)
ψ12
, R51,2,2 = 1 + ψ
2
11 + ψ
2
12,
R61,2,1 = −
(1 + ψ211)(1 + ψ
2
11 + ψ
2
12)
ψ212
, R61,2,2 = −
ψ11(1 + ψ
2
11 + ψ
2
12)
ψ12
.
After omitting the index, there remains one component:
R1,2,1,2 =
1 + ψ211 + ψ
2
12
ψ12
.
Second case. The symplectic structure is: ω2 = e
1∧e6+e2∧e5−e3∧e4. For any compatible
complex structure J , the curvature tensor of the associated metric g = ω2 ◦ J depends on two
parameters ψ34 and ψ12 = ±1. Let ψ12 = 1. Setting the remaining free parameters ψij to zero,
we find the canonical complex structure J2 and pseudo-Ka¨hler metric g2 = ω2 ◦ J2:
J2(e2) = e1, J2(e4) = ψ34 e3, J2(e6) = −e5,
g2 = 2 e
1 · e5 − 2 e2 · e6 + 1
ψ34
(e3)2 + ψ34 (e
4)2.
The curvature tensor has the following non-zero components: R61,2,1 = −sign(ψ12)ψ34,
R51,2,2 = −sign(ψ12)ψ34. After omitting the index, there remains one component: R1,2,1,2 =
sign(ψ12)ψ34.
The complex structure J2 is biinvariant (then G16 is complex Lie group) if and only if
ψ34 = −1, that is J2 = J0.
5 Lie algebras of type (4, 6)
In this class there is only one algebra.
5.1 The Lie group G25
The Lie algebra h25 is defined by [e1, e2] = e3. This Lie algebra is a direct product of a
three-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra of Heisenberg h3 and R
3. The symplectic structure is:
ω = e1 ∧ e3 + e2 ∧ e4 + e5 ∧ e6
In this case there is an 8-parametrical set of the compatible complex structures and pseudo-
Ka¨hler metrics. All the metrics are flat. Therefore we will specify only the simplest expressions,
without parameters:
J(e1) = e2, J(e3) = e4, J(e5) = e6.
g =


0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1


.
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6 Lie algebras of type (3, 6)
There are two Lie algebras of type (3,6) admitting a pseudo-Ka¨hler structure.
6.1 The Lie group G18
The Lie algebra h18 is defined by: [e1, e2] = e4, [e1, e3] = e5, [e2, e3] = e6. This Lie algebra has
three symplectic structures [4]:
ω1(λ) = e
1 ∧ e6 + λe2 ∧ e5 + (λ− 1) e3 ∧ e4, λ 6= 0, 1,
ω2(λ) = e
1 ∧ e5+λe1 ∧ e6−λe2 ∧ e5+e2 ∧ e6−2λe3 ∧ e4, λ 6= 0,
ω3 = −e1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e5 + 2e3 ∧ e4 + e3 ∧ e5.
Left-invariant complex structures on this group are discovered in an explicit form in the work
of Magnin [6] (algebra M3).
First case. The symplectic structure is: ω1 = e
1 ∧ e6 + λe2 ∧ e5 + (λ − 1)e3 ∧ e4. The
compatible complex structures exist only at λ = −1, therefore
ω1 = e
1 ∧ e6 − e2 ∧ e5 − 2 e3 ∧ e4.
For any compatible complex structure and its associated metric, the curvature tensor depends
on three parameters ψ11, ψ12 and ψ34. The curvature tensor has the following non-zero com-
ponents: R61,2,1 = −2ψ34(1+ψ
2
11
)
ψ12
, R61,2,2 = −2ψ11ψ34, R51,2,2 = 2ψ12ψ34, R51,2,1 = 2ψ11ψ34. After
omitting the index, there remains one component: R1,2,1,2 = 2ψ34. Setting the remaining free
parameters ψij to zero, we find the canonical complex structure J1 and the pseudo-Ka¨hler
metric g1 = ω1 ◦ J1:
J1(e1) = ψ11 e1 − 1+ψ112ψ12 e2, J1(e2) = ψ12 e1 − ψ11 e2,
J1(e4) = − 1ψ34 e4, J1(e4) = ψ34 e3,
J1(e5) = ψ11 e5 − 1+ψ112ψ12 e6, J1(e6) = ψ12 e5 − ψ11 e6.
g1 =


0 0 0 0 −1+ψ112
ψ12
−ψ11
0 0 0 0 −ψ11 −ψ12
0 0 2
ψ34
0 0 0
0 0 0 2ψ34 0 0
−1+ψ112
ψ12
−ψ11 0 0 0 0
−ψ11 −ψ12 0 0 0 0


Second case. The symplectic structure is: ω2 = e
1 ∧ e5 + e2 ∧ e6 + λe1 ∧ e6 − λe2 ∧ e5 −
−2λe3∧e4. The compatible complex structures exist only for a case ψ16 = 0, ψ25 = 0 and ψ212 =
1. We take a case ψ12 = 1. For any compatible complex structure and its associated metric,
the curvature tensor depends on one parameter ψ34. The curvature tensor has the following
non-zero components: R61,2,2 = −2λψ34λ2+1 , R61,2,1 = −2λ
2ψ34
λ2+1
, R51,2,1 = −2λψ34λ2+1 , R51,2,2 = 2λ
2ψ34
λ2+1
. After
omitting the index, there remains one component: R1,2,1,2 = 2λψ34. Setting the remaining free
parameters ψij to zero, we find the canonical complex structure J2 and the pseudo-Ka¨hler
metric g2 = ω2 ◦ J2:
J2(e2) = e1, J2(e4) = ψ34 e3, J2(e6) = e5,
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g2 =


0 0 0 0 −λ 1
0 0 0 0 −1 −λ
0 0 2λ
ψ34
0 0 0
0 0 0 2 λψ34 0 0
−λ −1 0 0 0 0
1 −λ 0 0 0 0


.
Third case. The symplectic structure is:
ω3 = −e1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e5 + 2e3 ∧ e4 + e3 ∧ e5.
For any compatible complex structure and its associated metric, the curvature tensor de-
pends on two parameters ψ25 6= 0 and ψ46 6= 0. The curvature tensor has the following
non-zero components: R61,2,1 = −6ψ25ψ46 , R51,2,2 = 54ψ46ψ25, R51,2,3 = 18ψ46ψ25, R41,2,3 = −6ψ46ψ25,
R61,3,1 = −2ψ25ψ46 , R51,3,2 = 18ψ46ψ25, R41,2,2 = −18ψ46ψ25, R41,3,2 = −6ψ46ψ25, R51,3,3 = 6ψ46ψ25,
R41,3,3 = −2ψ46ψ25.
After omitting the index, there remains three components: R1,2,1,3 = 6ψ25, R1,3,1,3 = 2ψ25,
R1,2,1,2 = 18ψ25. Setting the remaining free parameters ψij to zero, we find the canonical
complex structure J3 and the pseudo-Ka¨hler metric g3 = ω2 ◦ J3:
J3 =


0 −3ψ46 −ψ46 0 0 0
0 0 0 3ψ25 ψ25 0
ψ46
−1 0 0 −9ψ25 −3ψ25 0
0 −ψ25−1 0 0 0 ψ46
0 2ψ25
−1 0 0 0 −3ψ46
0 0 0 2ψ46
−1 ψ46
−1 0


,
g3 =


0 0 0 −2ψ46−1 −ψ46−1 0
0 2ψ25
−1 0 0 0 −3ψ46
0 0 0 0 0 −ψ46
−2ψ46−1 0 0 18ψ25 6ψ25 0
−ψ46−1 0 0 6ψ25 2ψ25 0
0 −3ψ46 −ψ46 0 0 0


.
6.2 The Lie group G23
The Lie algebra h23 is defined by: [e1, e2] = e5, [e1, e3] = e6. There are, according to [4], three
different symplectic structures:
ω1 = e
1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e5 + e3 ∧ e4,
ω2 = e
1 ∧ e4 + e2 ∧ e6 + e3 ∧ e5 and
ω3 = e
1 ∧ e4 + e2 ∧ e6 − e3 ∧ e5.
For the first two symplectic structures there are no compatible complex structures. For
the third symplectic structure ω3, there is a set of compatible complex structures that depend
on several parameters. It will be convenient to enumerate basis vectors as follows: e2 := e1,
e3 := −e2, e1 := e3, then
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[e1, e3] = −e5, [e2, e3] = e6
and
ω3 = e
1 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e5 + e3 ∧ e4.
It is easy to see that the given Lie algebra comes from the R4 = R{e1, e2, e5, e6} semidirect
product with Re3 and then a direct product with Re4, g23 = R
4
⋊Re3 × Re4.
The set of complex structures whose parameters influence the curvature operates on the
invariant 2-planes {e1, e2}, {e3, e4} {e5, e6} as follows:
J(e2) = ψ12 e1 − ψ11 e2, J(e4) = ψ34 e3, J(e6) = −ψ12 e5 − ψ11 e6.
The curvature tensor depends on three parameters and has the following non-zero compo-
nents: R61,2,1 =
ψ34(1+ψ211)
ψ12
, R51,2,1 = ψ11ψ34, R
5
1,2,2 = ψ12ψ34. After omitting the index, there
remains one component R1,2,1,2 = −ψ34. Supposing ψ34 = −a, ψ12 = 1, ψ11 = 0 and ψ33 = 0,
we find the canonical pseudo-Ka¨hler structure of curvature R1,2,1,2 = a:
J(e2) = e1, J(e4) = −a e3, J(e6) = −e5.
g =


0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 a−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 a 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0


.
7 Formulas for evaluations
We now present the formulas which were used for the evaluations (on Maple) of the Nijenhuis
tensor and curvature tensor of the associated metrics. Let e1, . . . , e2n be a basis of the Lie
algebra g and Ckij a structure constant of the Lie algebra in this base:
[ei, ej ] =
2n∑
k=1
Ckijek, (4)
1. Nijenhuis tensor. Let Jki be a matrix of a left-invariant almost complex structure J
in basis {ei}, Jei = Jki ek. The Nijenhuis tensor is defined by formula (1). For the basis vectors
we obtain: N(ei, ej) = N
k
ijek,
N(ei, ej) = [Jei, Jej ]− [ei, ej]− J [Jei, ej]− J [ei, Jej] =
=
(
J liJ
m
j C
k
lm − J liJkmCmlj − J ljJkmCmil − Ckij
)
ek,
Nkij = J
l
iJ
m
j C
k
lm − J liJkmCmlj − J ljJkmCmil − Ckij . (5)
2. Compatible condition. This is the condition that ω(JX, Y )+ω(X, JY ) = 0, ∀X, Y ∈
g. For the basis vectors we have: ω(J(ei), ej)+ω(ei, J(ej)) = 0, ω(J
k
i ek, ej)+ω(ei, J
s
j es) = 0.
ωk,jJ
k
i + ωi,sJ
s
j = 0. (6)
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3. Connection components. These are the components Γkij in the formula ∇eiej = Γkijek.
For left-invariant vector fields we have: 2g(∇XY, Z) = g([X, Y ], Z)+g([Z,X ], Y )−g([Y, Z], X).
For the basis vectors we have:
2g(∇eiej, ek) = g([ei, ej], ek) + g([ek, ei], ej) + g(ei, [ek, ej ]),
2glkΓ
l
ij = gpkC
p
ij + gpjC
p
ki + gipC
p
kj,
Γnij =
1
2
gkn
(
gpkC
p
ij + gpjC
p
ki + gipC
p
kj
)
. (7)
4. Curvature tensor. The formula is: R(X, Y )Z = ∇X∇YZ −∇Y∇XZ −∇[X,Y ]Z. For
the basis vectors we have: R(ei, ej)ek = R
s
ijkes,
R(ei, ej)ek = ∇ei∇ejek −∇ej∇eiek −∇[ei,ej ]ek.
Therefore:
Rsijk = Γ
s
ipΓ
p
jk − ΓsjpΓpik − CpijΓspk. (8)
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